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“I can’t believe I got a job so quickly after graduating from National Laser Institute! Especially since it was around the holidays. I would love for other people interested in this industry to know about my experience and all the endless possibilities out there. It really is such a fun job! I am looking forward to working for someone for awhile to learn as much as possible and then open my own med spa one day!”

-Bianca Lenick-Eaves
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WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE

FIND YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE AT NATIONAL LASER INSTITUTE

A MEDICAL AESTHETICS FOCUS!
Our educational focus is, and always has been medical aesthetics. It’s our passion! In fact, our instructors have a combined 200 years of experience with laser, IPL, radiofrequency and other modalities. The expertise of our instructors and our relationships with the largest laser manufacturers in the world allows us to provide the most comprehensive medical aesthetics education in the industry.

HANDS-ON CLINICAL TRAINING IN A LUXURY MEDICAL SPA!
NLI students gain “real world” experience in an on-site luxury retail medical spa. Other schools incorporate their hands-on training in an improvised spa setting with a few treatment beds located inside the school. NLI gives students the chance to perform clinical treatments on real clients while also observing the day-to-day situations and events that take place on the job.

Fun Fact: Did you know NLI has over 100 employees with a special dedicated team that work around the clock to book clients for you so we can provide a live hands-on medical spa experience during your course?

A VARIETY OF INSTRUCTORS!
NLI students get to experience a variety of instructors with different backgrounds and teaching styles. This makes each educational session fun and unique! Throughout the comprehensive course, students will have at least 15 different expert instructors in classroom theory alone. All of our instructors have a minimum of 5-20 years working with laser full-time. During a student’s clinical hands-on training we provide a different instructor everyday so that you are exposed to a variety of teaching methods in order to keep you engaged during the learning experience! The instructors include physicians, nurses, certified laser experts, plastic surgeons, dermatologists, skin care specialists and guest speakers from the country’s top medical aesthetic brands.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY!
NLI is the pioneer and largest medical aesthetics training center in North America. We have trained more people to use cosmetic lasers than any other school in the nation. Our track record of educational excellence has led the leading laser manufacturers to seek out NLI as a partner. Through these partnerships, the companies outfit NLI with the most advanced equipment.

FIRST-RATE REPUTATION!
NLI is a pioneer in this industry. Our courses have been credited with creating a safety standard for the use of cosmetic lasers. In fact, the company’s founder, Louis Silberman, advised an Arizona senatorial committee on
WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE

“National Laser Institute was an experience I will never forget. I loved the entire staff and instructors. Everyone was super helpful. I met students from all over the world. I actually got a job two days after graduation by just putting myself out there and marketing myself.”

-Tammy Nunnally

laser safety regulation. The committee’s input led to Arizona becoming the first state in the country to create specific requirements for cosmetic laser providers. NLI is also routinely featured in national skincare publications, including Skin Inc., Dermascope and Les Nouvelles Esthétiques & Spa.

TRAINING PROGRAMS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!
NLI has developed the most comprehensive training programs available today. We offer courses that vary in length and treatment modalities to meet your professional needs.

EXCLUSIVE MARKETING SEMINAR!
NLI is the only medical aesthetics training school in the country that includes a marketing program for students. This program is taught by nationally recognized marketer Louis Silberman. Silberman’s business acumen has been featured in numerous publications including Skin Inc, Les Nouvelles Esthétiques & Spa, Dermascope, Entrepreneur Magazine and Fortune Small Business. During this special marketing session, students gain tools and tips for marketing themselves to potential employers, opening their own businesses, and attracting clientele! This five-hour in depth program also includes a detailed manual and DVD.

Fun Fact: In the late 90’s, Silberman created the sixth most visited pharmacy website in the world attracting 500,000 unique visitors each month! He continued on to open the doors of National Laser Institute, which we are proud to say has become the largest laser training institute and medical spa in the world.

HAPPY STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD!
Our students come from all over the United States and all around the globe. Students travel to NLI from Mexico, Canada, Europe, Australia, the Bahamas and more. It’s simply amazing how far our reputation has spread!

ONLINE MEDICAL AESTHETICS LIBRARY
National Laser Institute offers its graduates access to the first and largest online medical aesthetics library. This resource is ideal for those who would like to expand their research and knowledge in the anti-aging industry. This comprehensive library is filled with thousands of pages of information that range from clinical studies, treatment information, business development, equipment information, career tools, medical aesthetic news, and much more. We have also included a vast amount of informative videos on all relevant topics as well as sample client forms to help aid you in your business ventures.

SMILE, YOU’RE ON CAMERA!
We videotape all of our students during the duration of their training in our comprehensive laser course. This allows our instructors to sit with you one-on-one after the filming to show you your technique and help on any areas of improvement before you step foot into the working world. We want you to be comfortable and confident with your new and exciting skill set! You even get to take the video footage home with you!
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“Over the course of the last year, we have had the good fortune of hiring students from your training facility. Their foundation of knowledge performing Laser/IPL procedures and safety protocols was exceptional. Our experience with their skill sets and professionalism has been excellent! Your program seems outstanding and I look forward to talking to your future graduates as we grow our business and bring on more Laser technicians. Best of luck!”

-Robert Komishane
Advanced Laser Clinic, Glendale, Arizona

JOB LEADS

Laser technicians are often found working in medical spas, physicians’ offices, laser clinics and other establishments. Data shows that last year, there were 2,100 medical spas open for business across the country! Here at National Laser Institute, we frequently receive inquiries from med spas, offices and clinics across the country seeking NLI graduates. As the requests come in, we distribute the leads to our alumni. We also have a team that works to build relationships with medical spas nationwide so that we are a resource for our students and for employers who are looking to hire laser technicians. While no school in the country can “guarantee” you a job, we are confident that our reputation speaks for itself. In the laser world, we believe that completing our course is similar to graduating from a university with Ivy League prestige.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

“Very informative — an abundance of useful information! You really gain a very good knowledge base and technique. It’s not an average school. They really know the laser industry and are willing to teach you and go out of their way to make sure you understand and get what you came here for!”

– Doris Holguin

INTRODUCTORY COURSES

**DIDACTIC LASER TRAINING (CLASSROOM ONLY)**
During this 5-day course, you will learn topics that include understanding the latest cosmetic laser technologies, client screening, client candidacy and safety protocols. You will also benefit from a marketing and business development seminar taught by National Laser Institute president Louis Silberman, who has been featured in *Entrepreneur* and *Fortune Magazine* for his many successes within the health and beauty industry. After graduation, you will earn your Laser Safety Operator (LSO) certification and gain a sense of confidence when performing cosmetic laser treatments for your own clientele. This course includes classroom training only.

**CORE LASER TRAINING COURSE**
In this 8-day course you will benefit from 2 days of didactic laser training and 6 days of supervised, hands-on clinical instruction at NLI’s retail medical spa. Clients will be supplied to you in order for you to experience treating clientele in each of the modalities you learn throughout class. Examples of modalities include laser hair removal, IPL photofacial skin rejuvenation, laser wrinkle reduction, radiofrequency skin tightening, laser tattoo removal, cellulite reduction and non-ablative skin rejuvenation.

**LASER HAIR REMOVAL COURSE**
We offer an 8-day course where you can specifically focus on laser hair removal training. You will receive 5 days of classroom training and 3 days of hands-on clinical instruction for laser hair removal only. You will also earn a Laser Safety Operator certification (LSO). We provide educational experience with top-of-the-line cosmetic lasers, such as the 1064 for darker skin types, the 755 for lighter skin types, and Intense Pulsed Light (IPL). Because laser hair removal is one of the most requested and popular laser treatments, you will be able to benefit from an in-depth training experience in this niche course.

Once you graduate and are able to offer this in-demand practice at your own clinic, you’ll tend to see that laser hair removal is a “gateway” treatment, as it’s very familiar with the public. This oftentimes leads clients to actively seek out a variety of other aesthetic laser treatments. This is why we offer our most popular laser comprehensive course, as reviewed below.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

“...was awesome! I felt at home, very comfortable around everyone. All of the instructors are very sweet and they know a ton of information. They answered all of my questions and I felt that I have gained so much from this and can’t wait to make a new start! Thank you so much!”

-Michelle Uphart

COMPREHENSIVE COURSES
(CONVENIENT DAY & EVENING COURSES)

If you are serious and excited about a career in cosmetic lasers and medical aesthetics, then this comprehensive, two-week laser course is for you. Perfect for people of all backgrounds (no medical or aesthetic experience required), this course will maximize your earning potential. Your first five days will include didactic classroom education, and the remainder will be spent using hands-on techniques on clients within a luxury medical spa environment. Our comprehensive laser course provides you valuable training opportunities with the most lucrative and in-demand treatments on the market. You will learn about and receive clinical training with treatments such as laser hair removal, laser wrinkle reduction, non-ablative skin rejuvenation, acne reduction, IPL photofacial skin rejuvenation, radiofrequency skin tightening, laser tattoo removal, vein reduction, cellulite reduction and more. The comprehensive course will also introduce you to several cutting-edge technologies like dermal infusion microdermabrasion, microneedling, Lamprobe, teeth whitening, microcurrent (which Oprah nicknamed the “lunch-time facelift”), body contouring and more.

ADDITIONAL COURSES

MICRONEEDLING
One of today’s most highly requested treatments, microneedling improves skin’s firmness while reducing the appearance of fine lines and acne scars, all with minimal downtime. Microneedling uses a minimally invasive pen-shaped device studded with several very fine needles, which is passed over the treatment area(s). The needles break down old tissue, causing deliberate minor injury to the skin’s surface thereby stimulating the healing process. Over time, new collagen is produced and the result is younger, healthier, more beautiful looking skin. National Laser Institute offers a full add-on day of microneedling training so that you can offer this in-demand service to your own clients.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL ADD-ON DAYS (TEXAS ONLY)
We are dedicated to accommodating you in every way possible. If you would like to receive additional, hands-on training experience in order to advance your laser training education and earn additional titles recognized by the Texas regulatory board, this would be the course for you. You can take advantage of this 2-day add-on course to gain additional experience in laser hair removal at our Dallas, Texas campus.
OUR EDUCATORS, ADVISORS AND GUEST SPEAKERS

"I can go back to my state empowered, renewed, inspired and impressed with the education I received. The entire staff from reps to the front desk, and every instructor and guest speaker left me feeling more positive, professional, and blessed to have been given this experience. Do not miss out on National Laser Institute!"

-Jennis Franklin

JOHN J. COREY, M.D.
Dr. Corey is an Aesthetic Plastic Surgeon who has practiced in Scottsdale, Arizona since 1993. Board certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery and a member of both the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, he was Chief of Plastic Surgery at Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center in Phoenix from 1994-1999. Dr. Corey performs all types of cosmetic surgical procedures. He lectures at Arizona State University and also serves as an Affiliate Assistant Professor at Midwestern University. Dr. Corey is one of the most respected and sought-after faculty members at the Osler Institute, which provides hands-on review for practicing plastic surgeons nationwide who are preparing for their own board certification. In 1998, Dr. Corey was voted one of the top doctors for plastic surgery by Maricopa County physicians in a CBS Channel 5 poll.

Dr. Corey’s approach to plastic surgery draws on his training here in the United States as well as nuances and techniques learned while studying in Brazil. After graduating from the University of Utah School of Medicine and fulfilling prerequisite training in general surgery at Maricopa Medical Center in Phoenix, he entered the Medical College of Georgia in Augusta to begin his plastic surgery residency.

JEFF ANGOBALDO, M.D.
Dr. Angobaldo, a board-certified plastic surgeon licensed in the State of Texas, provides cosmetic and plastic surgery services. He graduated from the University of Michigan in 1996. He then attended Wayne State University where he received a Masters in Biomedical Science in 1997. He graduated with distinction from the University of Michigan School of Medicine in 2002. Dr. Angobaldo completed a 6 year integrated plastic surgery residency program and was thoroughly trained in all facets of cosmetic as well as reconstructive plastic surgery.

Dr. Angobaldo speaks throughout the country about laser liposuction and trains doctors nationally on the SlimLipo technology. He was featured on Good Morning Texas and is a national spokesman for the SlimLipo laser liposuction technology. He is a member of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, and the American Medical Association. His fellowships include NIH Summer Research Award in 1999 and a National Medical Fellowship in 2001. Dr. Angobaldo has also authored multiple scientific papers covering many areas of plastic surgery.
BETTY DAVIS, M.D.
Dr. Davis offers a wealth of practical knowledge and research experience as the head instructor of National Laser Institute’s continuing education courses. Dr. Davis is a Board Certified Dermatologist who specializes in Cosmetic Dermatology and MOHs Surgery for Skin Cancer. She currently practices at Arizona Medical Clinic in Sun City. Dr. Davis completed the Mohs and Procedural Dermatology Fellowship with Dr. Gary D. Monheit and Dr. Christopher B. Harmon in Birmingham, Alabama. She is a member of the American College of MOHs Micrographic Surgery and Cutaneous Oncology, the American Medical Association, the Arizona Medical Association, the American Society for Dermatological Surgery and is a Fellow of the American Academy of Dermatology. Dr. Davis formerly served as Chief Resident of Dermatology in Columbia, Missouri and was awarded the most outstanding student and seminar in plastic surgery.

BILL DAFNIS, M.D.
Dr. Dafnis, or “Dr. Bill” as we adoringly call him, has been in private practice since 2004. After working in a group practice he became the assistant program director at John C. Lincoln’s Family Medicine Residency program for several years before returning to private practice. Dr. Bill has been practicing aesthetics in an outpatient setting for over 6 years and has served as an instructor for over 4 years. He has taught hundreds of doctors, nurses and dentists over this time and finds teaching others the art of aesthetics to be a very rewarding experience. Dr. Bill specializes in BOTOX®, dermal fillers and sclerotherapy and has spent extensive time over the years traveling across the country as an instructor for other CE/CME courses.

JENNIFER LINDER, M.D.
DERMATOLOGY AND MOHS SKIN CANCER SURGERY
As a board-certified dermatologist and fellowship-trained Mohs skin cancer surgeon, Dr. Linder is dedicated to compassionate patient care, skin cancer awareness and skin care education. She serves as Chief Scientific Officer for PCA SKIN®, a medical skin care company and as one of the foremost experts on Sculptra (the filler facelift alternative) and is a national educator for BOTOX®, Juvederm® and Restylane®. She trained at Washington University, University of Pennsylvania and Thomas Jefferson University and continues as a Clinical Instructor at the University of California, San Francisco. Dr. Linder has been quoted in O (Oprah), Elle, Fitness, Shape, W, Parenting, New Beauty and Prevention, 3-TV, NBC-12 and regularly featured on ABC-15’s Sonoran Living.

JEANETTE JACKNIN, M.D.
Dr. Jacknin is a well-respected dermatologist, author and clinical skin care expert. In 1983 Dr. Jacknin received her medical degree from Medical College of Virginia, where she remained to complete her Dermatology Residency and later
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“...All of the instructors are amazing! I had such a great time learning here and I feel like I received the best education for laser training. Time flew by and I’m leaving with a brain full of knowledge.”

- Heather Lorti

serve as their Chief Resident. Dr. Jacknin is Arizona Board Licensed and has served as a consultant to the Department of Dermatology at Maricopa County Hospital.

Dr. Jacknin is among the country’s top clinical experts in both conventional and alternative skin care therapies and Cosmetic Dermatology. In 2001 she wrote the first and only comprehensive book on conventional and alternative skin care therapies for best-selling publisher, Penguin Putnam titled Smart Medicine for Your Skin. She has been featured in popular magazines such as Readers Digest, Men’s Health, Women’s World Magazine and Better Homes and Gardens, and has appeared on radio shows such as Health Talk, The Deborah Ray Show and Wealth of Health Nutrition Hour. Her expertise has also been referenced for articles in publications such as Beacon News Health Bookshelf to Health, Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) Journal, The Herald Journal and more.

AMI MONTAGUE, L.V.N., L.E., L.S.O., L.H.R.P.

A native of Northern Idaho, Ami has been in the skin care industry since completing nursing school in 1998. A licensed nurse (LVN) & aesthetician (LE), she spent nearly 5 years in San Diego, CA working for a top spa and plastic surgeon performing peels, microdermabrasion, facials and assisting with surgeries. In early 2002, she returned to Idaho and began her career in laser therapy, specializing in hair removal, rosacea, leg vein therapy and anti-aging treatments. Ami spent the next 8 years in the medical spa industry where she was not only the lead laser technician, but also excelled in spa management. In 2005, thus adding another skill set to her repertoire.

Ami joins the National Laser Dallas team as an instructor & laser hair removal in the state of Texas (LHRP). Although she is skilled in all areas of light-based therapies, she is especially passionate about treating sun damage & rosacea. Ms. Montague believes that cosmetic injectables should be used to enhance each client’s features in a subtle, natural way and uses her artistic eye to bring balance to each face she treats.

JAN TREINEN, R.N. BSBA

Jan is a registered nurse and certified laser technician, holding a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration. She brings her many years of experience in the health care field and personal success as a spa owner to help educate students and share her passion for this industry. Her current work as Western U.S. Clinical Training Manager for one of the largest national laser companies in the country takes her across the U.S. to educate and train on all aspects of light and laser physics, skin resurfacing and rejuvenation, hair reduction and IPL photofacial skin rejuvenation. She is also certified in all aspects of aesthetic medicine. Her interest and experience in business startup and marketing allows students to benefit from her personal and professional experience as well as her clinical expertise. At NLI, Jan takes pride in helping all students follow their dreams and achieve their goals.

AMIE JACKNING, M.D.

Dr. Jackning is Arizona Board Licensed and has served as a consultant to the Department of Dermatology at Maricopa County Hospital.

Dr. Jackning is among the country’s top clinical experts in both conventional and alternative skin care therapies and Cosmetic Dermatology. In 2001 she wrote the first and only comprehensive book on conventional and alternative skin care therapies for best-selling publisher, Penguin Putnam titled Smart Medicine for Your Skin. She has been featured in popular magazines such as Readers Digest, Men’s Health, Women’s World Magazine and Better Homes and Gardens, and has appeared on radio shows such as Health Talk, The Deborah Ray Show and Wealth of Health Nutrition Hour. Her expertise has also been referenced for articles in publications such as Beacon News Health Bookshelf to Health, Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) Journal, The Herald Journal and more.

LAREE HOOKER, N.D.

Dr. Hooker received her doctorate from Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine in Arizona. Being well trained in conventional and holistic medicine has given her a well rounded view point as an integrative practitioner and an added advantage allowing her to become an expert in antiaging medicine. With over 10 years in the aesthetic industry her vast knowledge has allowed her to oversee various clinics as medical director and to treat hundreds of patients.

NANCY KNOLL, R.N.

Nancy Knoll is a registered nurse and certified laser technician. She has been working in the cosmetic/plastic field since 2001 and in the nursing field for the past 33 years. She has worked in all phases of nursing, including cardiovascular intensive care, intensive care, hospital supervisor, clinical evaluation of surgical patients, injectable treatments and injectable training for medical professionals. Her vast experience with surgical procedures and injectable treatments has made her an expert Aesthetic Nurse Specialist. Since 2001 Nancy has steadily focused all her time on the injectable part of the cosmetic practice. Nancy is a uniquely talented, expert injector, currently working with private patients in two large plastic surgery offices in Scottsdale and Paradise Valley.

JAN TREINEN, R.N. BSBA

Jan is a registered nurse and certified laser technician, holding a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration. She brings her many years of experience in the health care field and personal success as a spa owner to help educate students and share her passion for this industry. Her current work as Western U.S. Clinical Training Manager for one of the largest national laser companies in the country takes her across the U.S. to educate and train on all aspects of light and laser physics, skin resurfacing and rejuvenation, hair reduction and IPL photofacial skin rejuvenation. She is also certified in all aspects of aesthetic medicine. Her interest and experience in business startup and marketing allows students to benefit from her personal and professional experience as well as her clinical expertise. At NLI, Jan takes pride in helping all students follow their dreams and achieve their goals.
SHARON EPTING, R.N., C.L.T.
Sharon, a registered nurse, has been a health care professional for over 20 years. She transitioned into the aesthetic arena in 2000, where she discovered her passion. She is a certified laser technician as well as instructor for National Laser Institute. Her expertise lies within laser hair removal, IPL photofacial skin rejuvenation and cellulite reduction. Sharon has performed countless treatments as well as managed medical spas in California and Arizona. She is currently a partner in an Arizona medical spa.

MARY SULLIVAN-BRYAN, R.N.
Mary is an owner of her own medical spa, attended Northwestern University and worked for fifteen years in critical care before starting her aesthetic practice in Las Vegas five years ago. She is certified by Inamed (the manufacturer of Collagen and Captique) as a Dermal Filler Specialist. Upon specific request of Allergan, the BOTOX® manufacturer, Mary is currently teaching exclusive advanced BOTOX® injection technique seminars, called “Injecting with Confidence.” She serves as a trainer and consultant for one of the largest publicly traded laser companies. Mary also is a faculty member/clinical educator of P.A.L.E.T.T.E. whose activities are supported by an unrestricted educational grant from Allergan, Inc.

CAROLYN CRAFT, R.N.
Carolyn is a dedicated registered nurse specializing in nonsurgical aesthetic services. She has extensive experience with the aesthetic arts of which injectables and lasers are her passion. She has worked side by side with both top dermatologists and plastic surgeons in the Dallas. She prides herself in working with her clients individually; developing comprehensive, result oriented programs that leave them looking and feeling their best.

SUE THOMAS, R.N., F.N.P-C
Sue has more than 17 years of advanced experience in nursing, as both a nurse practitioner and cosmetic nurse. Her life’s passion is to provide exceptional injectable services and skin care management, helping people from the inside out through aesthetics. As an experienced medical instructor, she has been involved in Baylor University’s Nurse Practitioner program through teaching, lecturing and precepting.

SHELLEY COOK, C.L.T., L.S.O.
Shelley Cook, a California native is now a resident of Cave Creek, Arizona and has lived in the valley for 14 years. In addition to bearing the credentials of laser tattoo specialist and certified laser technician, Shelley is one of the only tattoo removal specialist in the valley that is also a clinical laser instructor at the nationally recognized National Laser Institute. On a monthly basis she teaches doctors, nurses, aestheticians and others how to perform safe and effective laser treatments. Shelley continues to teach as she has a passion for education, helping others and staying at the forefront of the industry. Shelley’s customers feel like they are in great hands, knowing their tattoo removal technician is also a current instructor of laser procedures. Shelley is also about to start training for one of the fastest growing publicly traded laser manufactures to train doctors, nurses, aestheticians and laser technicians how to perform tattoo removal procedures.

SANDRA NASH, CLP, LE, LSO
Sandra entered the medical aesthetic field like many NLI students, as a career changer. For 20 years she worked in financial and human resources administration. Fourteen years ago, she became a Licensed Massage Therapist, training at Oregon Health Science University Hospital and through Sloan Kettering, she specialized in Oncology Massage. Sandra is one of the original teachers at National Laser Institute in Dallas, beginning in June of 2011. In October of 2011, she became the spa and school manager.

“I enjoyed this program and feel that it will assist me with my job search. I’ve already recommended your school to fellow NAIS students and will continue to recommend your program to others. I had a great instructor who made the class fun.”

- Lucy Rovetto

“I just got offered a laser / esthetician career at a doctor’s office. It’s my dream manifesting, and I could never have done it without National Laser Institute!”

- Ali Bohanon

“I feel so confident and comfortable with my training. The instructors are so nice! I would definitely recommend this school to anyone who is serious about working with lasers.”

- Morgan Kies
OUR EDUCATORS, ADVISORS AND GUEST SPEAKERS

“NLI is an exceptional school. The staff is friendly, helpful and believes in what they teach. I came to this school looking for a new career with no prior knowledge in the field and they all made sure I understood and didn’t fall behind. I was able to take what I had learned and open my own business within two months of graduating. I believe, from my experience in attending NLI, to the staff I wasn’t just a student, but a part of their family. Thank you for the opportunity to change my life.”

- Cindi Ostenso

MELISSA GUERRY, CLP, CLI, LSO
Melissa is a career changer with over 6 years of experience in the aesthetic laser industry. Melissa began her career with assisting a physician in opening a laser center within his medical practice. She is now a professional laser trainer and instructor specializing in multiple modalities. Her favorites are teaching advanced resurfacing and tattoo removal. When she is not teaching she loves spending her time with her beautiful 10 year old daughter.

EVEE JACKSON, CLP, CLI, LSO
Evee has been in the laser business for 7 years. She began working for a vascular surgeon in Amarillo at Amarillo Laser and Vein Clinic. She assisted in venous vein closures and specialized in vein reduction. She is also trained in many laser modalities and has been teaching for NLI for 2 years. Her favorite procedures are vein reduction and Pro Fractional resurfacing.

MONICA SMITH CLT, MA
Monica began her career as Registered Medical Assistant, soon after becoming an EMT/Paramedic. Her medical background along with her care giving nature has led her into now her 18th year of working in aesthetics and lasers. Monica’s career has given her the opportunity to work with some of the most prominent Dermatologist and Plastic Surgeons in the Dallas, Texas area. Monica is a Certified Laser Tech and a Certified Laser Instructor for NLI, which she feels is the best Laser School in the country.

KELLIE JONES, C.L.T., L.E.
As a licensed aesthetician and a certified laser technician, Kellie has been an instructor at National Laser Institute for over three years. In her twelve years of working in the aesthetic industry, Kellie has had the opportunity to perform many of the most popular treatments and gain an expertise in laser aesthetics. Kellie continues to see clients on a daily basis and instruct NLI students in hands-on classes where she shares her knowledge of exceptional client relations. Kellie has worked with noted plastic surgeons and launched a successful laser cosmetic services department for an OBGYN office.

DEBBIE SCHECHNER, C.L.T., L.S.O.
Debbie is both a certified laser technician and instructor for National Laser Institute. She displays, quite evidently, her enthusiasm and passion for teaching, as well as continuing her own education in the many facets of skincare through the use of the latest technologies available.
FINANCING

“[I] had an amazing learning experience and a fabulous time at NLI. The education was AAA+ and really exceeded all my expectations. It’s very apparent why NLI is the nation’s most reputable school for Laser training. I graduated from NLI on March 25th and I am proud to say that on my first interview I was hired! I will be working for a beautiful spa doing Laser as of April 20th! Yes, that’s right. I got a job in less than 30 days. Thank you NLI!”

- Cindy Cullen

THINK YOU CAN’T AFFORD NATIONAL LASER INSTITUTE? THINK AGAIN!

100% Financing Available*

National Laser Institute is dedicated to helping you in every step of your educational journey, and that includes helping you to secure financing. We partner with the nation’s leading student loan providers to give you access to competitive loan options.

WHAT WILL FINANCING COVER?

You can rest assured knowing that in addition to financing 100% of tuition, airfare and the cost of accommodations can be included into your loan as well.* Whether you are seeking comprehensive laser education so you can begin a lucrative new career you’ll love or if you seek to advance your existing career in the health and beauty industry, NLI is for you! With no money down and low monthly payments, we will work with you to change your life! Contact our career counselors today!

800.982.6817 or info@NationalLaserInstitute.com.

MILITARY GRANT

We respect and honor you if you’ve served time in the military, which is why National Laser Institute is proud to participate in the Military Spouse Career Advancement Accounts (MyCAA) program, provided by the Department of Defense (DoD) for accredited and credentialing schools. Military students and spouses can receive up to $4,000 of financial assistance for certifications facilitating employment in portable career fields, such as cosmetic laser and medical aesthetics.

The new GI Bill, post 9/11, provides servicemembers and their families with the most comprehensive educational benefits since its creation. Not only does the GI Bill provide financial support for education to individuals with at least 90 days of service, servicemembers can also transfer unused educational benefits to their spouses or children.

To learn more about available military grants, please contact one of our knowledgeable career counselors today at 800.982.6817.